
About Citadel Propcon Pvt. Ltd. 
Citadel Propcon, with over a decade of experience and a pan-India presence, is a leader in real estate services. With our passion for property and 
creative solutions and an exuberant team, we put our best forward to exceed client expectations. We integrate the resources of real estate specialists 
for our clients ranging from major corporates to individual private investors, to accelerate their business goals.
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*The information, references and quotes in this newsletter are collected from media reports and 
sources available on the public domain.

India office absorption recorded an 18% 
increase QoQ; Bengaluru top contributor with 
30% share. 

The real estate sector in India is set to become 
a $180 billion industry by 2020 with enhanced 
initiatives like smart city mission and tax 
soaps for REIT. 

Mumbai CRE market witnessed a 21% 
on-quarter rise in leasing activity at 1.4 million 
sq ft in the quarter ended June. 

“
”

Read More

Pune emerges as country’s startup capital; drives CRE demand
With the startup revolution reaching different corners of the country, the commercial real 
estate business has been one of its direct beneficiaries. Once regarded as a ‘Pensioners’ 
Paradise’, Pune has now emerged as a major startup hub and has been at the forefront of 
this revolution.  

Read More

Bengaluru’s ‘Namma Metro’ encourages startups to set up shop at 
stations
A prime business address in Bengaluru like Indiranagar or Trinity is no more a distant dream 
for emerging businesses. The Bangalore Metro Rail Corporation Ltd (BMRCL) is welcoming 
startups to set up offices within five of its stations. 

Read More

Outdoor offices: An out-of-the-box idea
Office space design is undergoing a paradigm shift with architects and interior designers 
adopting new concepts and ideas. One of the most significant recent trends in office design 
is that of outdoor offices. The simplicity and ease of an outdoor office is probably its most 
appealing aspect. 

Read More

Indian Commercial Real Estate insulated from Brexit’s impact
Britain’s decision to exit from the European Union (EU) or Brexit has created ripples in the 
global economy. Even as the aftershocks of this decision are being felt worldwide, Brexit is 
unlikely to have a strong impact on the Commercial Real Estate (CRE) market in India. 

India's transaction volume in the office space 
sector rises by 12% in the first half of 2016 
in six of its biggest markets.
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Pune emerges as country’s startup capital; drives CRE demand
With the startup revolution reaching different corners of the country, the commercial real estate business 
has been one of its direct beneficiaries. Once regarded as a ‘Pensioners’ Paradise’, Pune has now 
emerged as a major startup hub and has been at the forefront of this revolution. With over 330 startups 
in various stages of growth, Pune is well on its way to becoming the startup capital of the nation.

Emerging businesses boosting CRE demand 

Pune has been an established IT/ITeS destination for the last decade or so, and this has provided the 
backdrop for the emergence of new businesses in the city. Emerging businesses typically start off with 
small commercial space requirements, but as they grow so does their demand for bigger office space. 
E-commerce in particular has witnessed a sharp growth curve in Pune and accounts for a large share of 
the demand and absorption of commercial real estate.

Financial sops for startups

The Modi government has been keen on supporting emerging businesses and has provided financial help 
to see them through the initial incubation period. Emerging sectors such as e-commerce as well as 
established ones like Information Technology, manufacturing, biotechnology have all received support and 
help from the government. With Pune being an established hub for most of these sectors, the city’s 
commercial real estate market has seen sharp growth and development.

Emerging commercial clusters

Pune is gradually developing a startup culture resulting in the formation of emerging commercial clusters 
in parts of the city. Areas around Nagar Road 
offer cost-effective commercial space options 
for emerging businesses. As a result of this 
commercial activity, sub-markets like Dhanori 
and Charoli have turned into residential 
catchments for employees of these startups.

Conclusion

Emerging businesses may demand lesser 
commercial space than large companies and 
may not be able to afford high rentals. However, 
they have given a major fillip to the commercial 
space sector by enabling property developers 
to lease vacant inventories. 
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Indian Commercial Real Estate insulated from Brexit’s impact
Britain’s decision to exit from the European 
Union (EU) or Brexit has created ripples in 
the global economy. Even as the aftershocks 
of this decision are being felt worldwide, 
Brexit is unlikely to have a strong impact on 
the Commercial Real Estate (CRE) market in 
India. UK-headquartered companies only 
account for five-seven percent of commercial 
leasing in India. Moreover, EU countries 
account for a larger share of Private Equity 
investment in India than the UK.

Impact on IT and retail sectors

The Information Technology (IT) sector may bear the brunt of Brexit as major IT firms such as Infosys, HCL 
and TCS earn more than 30 percent of their total revenues from the EU. In the possible scenario of EU 
slowing down, the earnings of these IT majors may take a hit. With the IT sector ranking as a leading office 
occupier in India, these developments could have an adverse impact on the domestic CRE market.

The year 2015 had witnessed the entry of European retailers in India as a part of their strategy to expand 
their global footprint. Experts fear that if the EU economic outlook weakens as a result of Brexit, these 
companies may rethink their expansion plans in India.

Trade and export forecast

India’s bi-lateral trade with Great Britain is export surplus and is already on strong footing. Furthermore, 
Britain is likely to lose out on free trade with the EU and that puts Indian traders in a better position. As a 
fast-growing economy, India can bargain for more favorable trade terms with Britain, giving the trade and 
export sector a major fillip.

Britain, an attractive investment destination

Brexit may give Indians an opportunity to invest in property in the UK. The double incentive of lower prices 
and devaluation of the pound is likely to attract Indian investors eyeing property in the UK. London has 
always been a sought-after destination for Indian property buyers and now may be the best time to make 
that investment. 

Conclusion

As the global economy gears up to face the consequences of Brexit, there may be some short-term volatility 
for commercial property in India. However, with strong capital flows and overall economic buoyancy, the real 
estate sector in India is likely to continue progressing on the road to recovery.
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Bengaluru’s ‘Namma Metro’ encourages startups to set up shop 
at stations
A prime business address in Bengaluru like Indiranagar or Trinity is no more a distant dream for emerging 
businesses. The Bangalore Metro Rail Corporation Ltd (BMRCL) is welcoming startups to set up offices 
within five of its stations. The five metro stations where the offices will be allocated are Indiranagar, 
Halasuru, Baiyappanahalli, Swamy Vivekananda Road and Trinity Circle.

Incentives for startups

On the back of the success of a commercial project at Halasuru station, the BMRCL is planning to take 
this plan to the next level. To motivate emerging businesses further, BMRCL is relaxing criteria related to 
net worth. Startups can bid for 31 office spaces of 100 sq. ft. to 4,000 sq. ft. at the Byappanahalli, Swamy 
Vivekananda Road, Indiranagar, Halasuru and Trinity metro stations. The rents range from `35 per sq. ft. 
to `120 per sq. ft. depending on the station.

Bid to raise non-fare revenues

The Bangalore Metro is looking to lease commercial space to raise non-fare revenues, in an effort to keep 
fares low and also service its debt. Apart from leasing out commercial space, the city’s metro rail authority 
is also earning revenue from hoardings, and also selling the rock and soil extracted during construction. 

The metro is planning to lease out at least 
three areas of around 100,000 sq. ft. each, 
at Peenya, Nagasandra and Jalahalli for 
large-format stores, such as malls.

Namma Metro will soon get a facelift with 
restaurants, mobile phone stores, art galleries, 
and business centers that are expected to 
come up at 31 locations. The metro authority 
has also proposed to lease its retail space to 
day care centers.  

Conclusion

Namma Metro stations are likely to witness a 
lot of real estate activity in the near future. With options to eat, shop and even day care facilities, metro 
stations will soon evolve from being mere transit points to recreation centers. 
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Outdoor offices: An out-of-the-box idea
Office space design is undergoing a paradigm shift with architects and interior designers adopting new 
concepts and ideas. One of the most significant recent trends in office design is that of outdoor offices. 
The simplicity and ease of an outdoor office is probably its most appealing aspect. All that you need is 
desks, chairs, and wireless Internet connection to set up shop. Recent research also reveals that an 
outdoor office is a space where teamwork and creativity can be developed in an enclosed, yet outdoor 
environment.

Flexible office options 

Less formal outdoor workspaces have recently come up to add to a more relaxed work atmosphere. Also 
in vogue in European countries are ‘Office PODs’ that provide a quiet, private space outdoors and can be 
easily dismantled. 

These offices with a cut-out cubic design are 
essentially an alternative to the stuffy cubicles. 
Featuring a built-in seat, a work surface, shade 
and equipped with Wi-Fi, they can be positioned 
in outdoor spaces such as parks and plazas.

Advantages of outdoor offices

Outdoor workspaces provide an open and 
relaxed atmosphere and motivate people to 
feel more creative and expressive. The shared 
environment of outdoor workspace is also 
conducive for activities such as brainstorming 
and the like. An outdoor workspace also doubles up as a retreat, where employees can take a break without 
having to leave office.

Drawbacks of outdoor offices

Working outdoors has its drawbacks, especially when the weather plays truant or noise and pollution 
levels cross acceptable limits. Changing weather conditions limit the use of outdoor offices only to certain 
times of the year, which makes one question the point of investing in such a concept. Apart from that, 
outdoor offices pose challenges in maintaining security and safety of manpower and equipment. 

Conclusion

Despite some limitations, outdoor offices are a trend that’s catching up globally, with industrial designers 
coming up with novel concepts in this space.  When it is not practical to take an office outdoors, steps are 
being taken to bring the outside in. This is done by creating water bodies like fountains or waterfalls, or 
even a blue sky dotted with billowy clouds. Other outdoor aspects such as a courtyard with greenery could 
also help to bring the outside within the office space.
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